ASSOSIATION OF BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES

organise

NATIONAL CONFERENCE with international participation and exhibition

Common - sense strategies and policies - EE end RES solutions for energy independence, competitive prices and the end of the financial crisis

THEME OF THE CONFERENCE:

- New strategies and legislation in the sphere of EE and RES

- Sustainable local and regional development and Covenant of mayors

- BioRegions - successful European model of bioenergy projects

- Integrated EE and RES projects in buildings

- Innovative projects of energy agencies, universities and business organisations
Award ceremony - The winners of National RES league – “Biomass league” and “Solar league”, part of European RES Champions league, will be awarded for the second time.

RES Exhibition - the newest technologies, products and services.

Study tours - demonstration of good practices in RES sphere

The conference will be held in Plovdiv, Novotel Plovdiv, on 25 and 26 November 2010.

PARTICIPATE IN THE CONFERENCE

To present your successful projects, experience, results, join in discussions about the prospects and challenges in the use of renewables in municipalities, energy efficiency and sustainable transport. The reports for the conference must be sent on 20.11.2010 at least.

You can participate with stand to show at big audience your products and services.

We invite you to join us like delegate to share your point of view and ideas.
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Invitation

Programme

Participation fees

Sponsorship packages

Registration form

CONTACTS:

Milena Agopyan

Association of Bulgarian Energy Agencies
139 Ruski blvd, floor 4, office 402
4000 Plovdiv
Bulgaria
Phone/ fax:+359 32 62 57 54
Mobile.: +359 893/ 558 650